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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

---------------------------------------------------------------

In re: 

HGRL, 

Debtor.1

--------------------------------------------------------------

x 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
x 

Chapter 11 

Case No. 20-10892 (MAF) 

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND ORDER  
(I) FINALLY APPROVING DISCLOSURE STATEMENT AND 

(II) CONFIRMING JOINT PLAN OF LIQUIDATION PURSUANT 
TO CHAPTER 11 OF THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY CODE 

Upon the filing of (a) the Disclosure Statement for Joint Plan of Liquidation Pursuant to 

Chapter 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code dated September 24, 2021 (including all exhibits 

thereto and as amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time, the “Disclosure 

Statement”) [Docket No. 889] and (b) HGRL f/k/a LRGHealthcare’s (the “Debtor”) Joint Plan of 

Liquidation Pursuant to Chapter 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code dated September 24, 

2021 (including all exhibits thereto and as amended, supplemented, or otherwise modified from 

time to time, the “Plan”) [Docket No. 888]; and upon the entry of this Court’s Order (i) Approving 

the Disclosure Statement on an Interim Basis; (ii) Scheduling a Combined Final Disclosure 

Statement Approval and Plan Confirmation Hearing; (iii) Approving Solicitation Packages and 

Procedures; (iv) Approving Forms of Notice and Ballot; and (v) Approving the Form of Ballot (the 

“Combined Hearing Order”) [Docket No. 890]; and upon adequate and sufficient notice of the 

Disclosure Statement, the Plan, all related documents, procedures, and deadlines, and the hearing 

1 The last four digits of the Debtor’s federal taxpayer identification number are 2150. The address of the 
Debtor’s headquarters is 80 Highland Street, Laconia, NH 03246. 
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before this Court (the “Court” or “Bankruptcy Court”) on November 2, 2021 to consider and rule 

upon final approval of the Disclosure Statement and confirmation of the Plan (the “Combined 

Hearing”) to all known creditors and parties-in-interest; and the solicitation of acceptances or 

rejections of the Plan from holders of claims against the Debtor having been conducted in the 

manner required by the Combined Hearing Order and applicable law; and the Court having 

reviewed and considered the Disclosure Statement, the Plan, any modifications to the Disclosure 

Statement and the Plan, all requested relief related to the Disclosure Statement and the Plan, all 

documents submitted in support of the Disclosure Statement and the Plan, any objections to 

approval of the Disclosure Statement and/or Confirmation of the Plan, and the statements 

of counsel and offers of proof made and accepted without objection at the Combined Hearing; 

and any objections to approval of the Disclosure Statement and/or confirmation of the Plan 

having been resolved, withdrawn, or overruled on the record at the Combined Hearing; and 

the Court having jurisdiction over this matter; and the legal and factual bases set forth in the 

documents submitted in support of the Disclosure Statement and Plan and at the Combined 

Hearing having established just cause for the relief granted by this order (the “Confirmation 

Order”); and it appearing that such relief is in the best interest of the Debtor, its Estate and 

creditors, and other parties-in-interest; and upon the record of the Combined Hearing and all 

of the pleadings and proceedings in this Chapter 11 Case2; and after due deliberation thereon 

and good and sufficient cause appearing therefore: 

IT IS HEREBY FOUND AND CONCLUDED THAT: 

I. Findings and Conclusions

2 Any capitalized terms otherwise undefined in this Confirmation Order shall have the meanings ascribed to 
them in the Plan. 
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1. The findings and conclusions set forth in this Confirmation Order and in the record 

of the Combined Hearing constitute the Court’s findings of fact and conclusions of law pursuant 

to Rule 52 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, as made applicable to this proceeding by 

Bankruptcy Rules 7052 and 9014.  To the extent that any of the following findings of fact constitute 

conclusions of law, they are adopted as such.  To the extent that any of the following conclusions 

of law constitute findings of fact, they are adopted as such. 

II. Judicial Notice 

2. The Court takes judicial notice of the docket in this Chapter 11 Case maintained by 

the Clerk of Court for the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of New Hampshire 

and/or Epiq, the duly-appointed claims, noticing, solicitation, and administrative agent in this case, 

including, without limitation, all pleadings and other documents filed, all orders entered, and all 

evidence and arguments made, proffered, or adduced at the hearings held before the Court during 

the pendency of this Chapter 11 Case. 

III. Debtor and Committee 

3. On October 19, 2020, the Debtor filed a voluntary petition for relief under chapter 

11 of the Bankruptcy Code in this Court commencing this Chapter 11 Case [Docket No 1].  The 

Debtor is a debtor-in-possession pursuant to sections 1107(a) and 1108 of the Bankruptcy Code.  

The Debtor was and is qualified to be a Debtor under section 109 of the Bankruptcy Code. 

4. October 23, 2020, the Office of the United States Trustee appointed an official 

committee of unsecured creditors (the “Committee,” and together with the Debtor, the “Plan 

Proponents”) [Docket Nos. 91, 701]. 

IV. Jurisdiction and Venue 
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5. This Court has jurisdiction to hear and determine the approval of the Disclosure 

Statement and confirmation of the Plan pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 157 and 1334.  This matter is a 

core proceeding pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 157(b). Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. §§ 1408 and 1409. 

V. Notice of Time to Object and Combined Hearing 

6. Notice of the time to object to final approval of the Disclosure Statement and 

confirmation of the Plan and notice of the Combined Hearing was served as proposed in the 

Combined Hearing Order, and such notice constitutes good and sufficient notice to all interested 

parties and no other or further notice need be provided. 

VI. Combined Hearing Order Compliance 

7. The Debtor and the Committee have complied with the Combined Hearing Order, 

including the solicitation process set forth therein, in all respects.

VII. Burden of Proof 

8. The Plan Proponents have the burden of proving the elements of sections 1125 and 

1129(a) and (b) of the Bankruptcy Code by a preponderance of the evidence.  The Plan Proponents 

have met their burdens with respect to the Debtor, the Disclosure Statement, the Plan, and each 

applicable element of sections 1125 and 1129 of the Bankruptcy Code.

VIII. Solicitation 

9. The Solicitation Packages (as defined in Debtor’s Motion for Entry of an Order: (i) 

Approving Disclosure Statement on an Interim Basis; (ii) Scheduling Combined Final Disclosure 

Statement Approval and Plan Confirmation Hearing; (iii) Approving Solicitation Packages and 

Procedures; (iv) Approving Forms of Notice and Ballot; and (v) Granting Related Relief (the 

“Combined Hearing Motion”) [Docket No. 872], the “Solicitation Packages”), applicable notices, 
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and related materials were transmitted and served in compliance with the applicable provisions of 

the Bankruptcy Code, the Bankruptcy Rules (including Bankruptcy Rules 3017 and 3018), the 

Combined Hearing Order, and the local rules of this Court.  The forms of notice and Ballots (as 

defined in the Combined Hearing Order, the “Ballots”) approved by the Combined Hearing Order 

adequately addressed the particular needs of this Chapter 11 Case and are appropriate for the 

holders of Claims in the applicable classes (including Class 2, Class 4, Class 5, and Class 6 

(collectively, the “Voting Classes”), which are impaired under the Plan, and whose votes were, 

therefore, solicited).  In addition: 

a. The notice of periods and/or dates for (i) soliciting votes to accept or reject 

the Plan, (ii) filing objections to final approval of the Disclosure Statement and 

confirmation of the Plan, and (iii) the Combined Hearing were reasonable under the 

circumstances of this Chapter 11 Case and enabled the Voting Classes to make an informed 

decision to accept or reject the Plan. 

b. The Plan Proponents were not required to solicit votes from the holders of 

Claims from Class 1 or Class 3 (the “Non-Voting Classes”), as each such Class is 

unimpaired under the Plan and conclusively presumed to have accepted the Plan under 

section 1126(f) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

c. As described in the certificates of service at docket numbers 891 and 895, 

the Voting Certification (as defined in the Combined Hearing Motion, the “Voting 

Certification”) [Docket No. 951], and the declarations of Cynthia Baron, Todd Patnode and 

Craig Jalbert in support of confirmation [Docket Nos. 960, 961 and 962], the transmittal 

and service of the Solicitation Packages and applicable notices was timely, adequate, and 

sufficient under the circumstances. 
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d. The Plan Proponents and their respective affiliates, members, managers, 

shareholders, partners, employees, attorneys, and advisors are entitled to the protections of 

section 1125(e) of the Bankruptcy Code with respect to the solicitation of votes to accept 

or reject the Plan. 

IX. Voting 

10. As set forth in the Voting Certification, votes to accept or reject the Plan were 

solicited and tabulated fairly, in good faith, and in a manner consistent with the Bankruptcy Code, 

the Bankruptcy Rules, the procedures established by the Combined Hearing Order, and applicable 

non-bankruptcy law.

X. Good Faith 

11. The Plan was negotiated in good faith and at arm’s length, and the Plan Proponents 

have not engaged in any collusive or unfair conduct in connection with the Plan. 

XI. Adequate Information Under Section 1125 of the Bankruptcy Code 

12. The Disclosure Statement contains “adequate information” within the meaning of 

section 1125 of the Bankruptcy Code. 

XII. Compliance with Section 1129 of the Bankruptcy Code 

A. Section 1129(a)(1): Compliance with the Bankruptcy Code 

13. For the reasons set forth below, the Plan complies with the applicable provisions of 

the Bankruptcy Code (including, but not limited to, sections 1122 and 1123 of the Bankruptcy 

Code) and, as required by Bankruptcy Rule 3016, the Plan is dated and identifies the Debtor and 

the Committee as the Plan Proponents, thereby satisfying section 1129(a)(1) of the Bankruptcy 

Code. 

1. Sections 1122 and 1123(a)(1)-(4): Classification and Treatment of 
Claims 
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14. Pursuant to sections 1122(a) and 1123(a)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code, the Plan 

designates separate Classes of Claims, other than Administrative Expense Claims, Priority Tax 

Claims, and other Unclassified Claims set forth in the Plan, each of which contains only Claims 

that are substantially similar to the other Claims within the relevant Class.  Pursuant to section 

1122(b), the Plan designates a Class of Convenience Claims (Class 5) consisting only of every 

General Unsecured Claims that is either “(a) in the amount of five thousand dollars ($5,000) or less 

or (b) in an amount greater than five thousand dollars ($5,000) and whose Holder elects to reduce 

in amount to five thousand dollars ($5,000)[,]” and the designation of such Class is reasonably and 

necessary for administrative convenience. 

15. Pursuant to sections 1123(a)(2) through (4) of the Bankruptcy Code, the Plan 

specifies each Class of Claims that is not Impaired, specifies the treatment of each Class of Claims 

that is Impaired, and provides the same treatment for each Claim within a particular Class. 

2. Section 1123(a)(5): Adequate Means for Implementation of the Plan 

16. Consistent with section 1123(a)(5) of the Bankruptcy Code, the Plan sets forth 

adequate means for its implementation.  The Plan sets forth in detail the mechanisms for carrying 

out the Plan.  Among other things, the Plan provides for the establishment of the Liquidating Trust 

and appointment of the Liquidating Trustee on or before the Effective Date.  On the Effective Date, 

the Estate’s title to all the Assets (other than the D&O Claims and Tort Claims, which shall revest 

in the Debtor and may be pursued by the Debtor Representative) shall automatically pass to the 

Liquidating Trust, free and clear of all claims and equity interests in accordance with section 1141 

of the Bankruptcy Code.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Plan Proponents’ right to modify the 

Plan to exclude certain Assets from transfer to the Liquidating Trust is reserved.  This 

Confirmation Order shall constitute a determination that the transfers of the Assets to the 
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Liquidating Trust under the Plan are legal, valid, and enforceable to the maximum extent permitted 

by applicable law, including the laws of the State of New Hampshire, the Bankruptcy Code, and 

the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution. 

17. Following the transfer of the applicable Assets to the Liquidating Trust, the 

Liquidating Trust Assets will be administered, liquidated (by sale, collection, recovery, settlement, 

or other disposition) by the Liquidating Trustee in accordance with the Liquidating Trust 

Agreement and the Plan. 

18. On the Effective Date, the Estate’s interest in any D&O Claims, Tort Claims, and 

rights in and proceeds of any Insurance Policies necessary for the prosecution of all such Causes 

of Action will revest in the Debtor.  The Debtor representative shall be authorized to institute and 

to prosecute through final judgment or settle the D&O Claims and Tort Claims in the Debtor 

Representative’s discretion.  Upon the entry of a final judgment or settlement, proceeds of the 

D&O Claims and Tort Claims and any related Insurance Policies shall be transferred to the 

Liquidating Trust for the benefit of holders of Allowed Claims in accordance with the provisions 

of the Plan. 

19. The powers and authority of the Liquidating Trustee and any limitations thereon 

are set forth in the Plan and are further defined by the Liquidating Trust Agreement.  Consistent 

with the terms of the Liquidating Trust Agreement and/or the Plan, the Liquidating Trustee and 

the Debtor Representative may commit the Liquidating Trust or the Estate, as the case may be, to 

payment of reasonable compensation to attorneys, accountants, financial advisors, and other 

professionals for services rendered and expenses incurred.  A law firm or other professional shall 

not be disqualified from being employed by or rendering services to the Liquidating Trustee and/or 
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the Debtor Representative solely because of its current or prior retention as counsel or professional 

to the Committee or the Debtor in this Chapter 11 Case. 

3. Section 1123(a)(6): Nonvoting Equity Securities 

20. Section 1123(a)(6) of the Bankruptcy Code is not applicable to this Chapter 11 Case 

because the Debtor is a not-for-profit healthcare charitable trust without equity interests.  Further, 

the Plan provides for the Debtor’s liquidation and does not provide for the issuance of any interests 

in any reorganized debtor. 

4. Section 1123(a)(7): Selection of Officers and Directors 

21. Section 1123(a)(7) is not applicable to this Chapter 11 Case because the Plan does 

not provide for the selection of any officer, director, or trustee as such terms are used in section 

1123(a)(7).  Following the Effective Date of the Plan, the Wind-Down Committee will be 

responsible for certain matters of corporate governance for the Debtor set forth in the Plan until 

the earlier of (i) the date that the Debtor is dissolved in accordance with applicable state law 

pursuant to the terms of the Plan and (ii) the date that the Chapter 11 Case is closed.  The manner 

and selection of the members of the Wind-Down Committee, as well as the Liquidating Trustee, 

the Debtor Representative, and the members of the POC is consistent with the interests of the 

Debtor’s creditors and public policy. 

B. Sections 1123(b)(1)-(6): Discretionary Provisions 

22. The discretionary provisions of the Plan, including those discussed below, comply 

with section 1123 of the Bankruptcy Code and are not inconsistent with other applicable provisions 

of the Bankruptcy Code. 

1. Section 1123(b)(1): Impairment of Claims and Interests 
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23. The Plan properly identifies and impairs or leaves unimpaired, as the applicable 

case may be, each Class of Claims. 

2. Section 1123(b)(2): Contracts and Leases 

24. Except as otherwise provided in, and subject to the provisions of, the Plan and this 

Confirmation Order, on the Effective Date, all Executory Contracts and Unexpired Leases of the 

Debtor will be deemed rejected as of May 1, 2021 except for any Executory Contracts or Unexpired 

Leases that are subject to a pending motion to assume and assign Executory Contracts or 

Unexpired Leases which is filed prior to the Effective Date, provided further, that in the event the 

Court does not ultimately authorize the proposed assumption or assignment, such contract will be 

deemed rejected as of May 1, 2021.  This Confirmation Order constitutes an order approving the 

foregoing rejection. 

3. Section 1123(b)(3): Retention, Enforcement, and Settlement of Claims 
of the Debtor and Its Estate 

25. With respect to the retention and enforcement of Claims and Causes of Action of 

the Debtor and its Estate on and after the Effective Date, the Plan provides that, except as otherwise 

expressly provided in the Plan, any and all such Claims and Causes of Action are reserved and 

preserved, and the Liquidating Trustee and the Debtor Representative, as applicable, shall retain 

and preserve for the benefit of all creditors all rights to commence, pursue, and settle, as 

appropriate, any and all such Claims and Causes of Action on the terms set forth in the Plan.  The 

Debtor and/or Estate Claims and Causes of Action reserved and preserved by the Plan include, 

without limitation, the Causes of Action set forth in the Plan’s definition of “Causes of Action,” 

all legal and equitable defenses against any Claim or Cause of Action asserted against the Debtor 

and/or the Estate, and all Claims, demands, and Causes of Action of any kind or nature whatsoever 
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held by, through, or on behalf of the Debtor and/or the Estate against any Person or Entity, that 

have not otherwise been resolved or disposed of. 

26. The Plan’s reservation and preservation of Claims and Causes of Action of the 

Debtor and its Estate is adequate and sufficient to reserve, retain, and preserve all such Claims and 

Causes of Action other than those Claims and Causes of Action that are expressly waived, 

relinquished, exculpated, released, compromised, or settled in the Plan or another Order of this 

Court. 

27. The Plan’s reservation and preservation of Claims and Causes of Action of the 

Debtor and/or its Estate and the disclosures set forth in section III(B) of the Disclosure Statement 

are adequate and sufficient to provide notice to Creditors and other parties-in-interest regarding 

the types and categories of Claims and Causes of Action reserved and preserved.  No party-in-

interest may rely on the absence of a specific reference in the Plan or the Disclosure Statement to 

any Claim and/or Cause of Action against them as any indication that the Debtor, the Committee, 

the Debtor Representative, the Liquidating Trustee, or the Liquidating Trust, as applicable, will 

not pursue any and all available Claims and/or Causes of Action against them.  No preclusion 

doctrine, including the doctrines of res judicata, collateral estoppel, issue preclusion, claim 

preclusion, estoppel (judicial, equitable, or otherwise), or laches, shall apply to such Claims and/or 

Causes of Action upon, after, or as a consequence of the Plan’s confirmation or occurrence of the 

Effective Date. 

28. Any recoveries and proceeds from the Claims and Causes of Actions reserved and 

preserved under the Plan will be used to satisfy the Allowed Claims of Creditors under the Plan.  

The Liquidating Trustee and Debtor Representatives are appropriate representatives of the Estate 
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to prosecute and pursue the Claims and Causes of Action (including the proceeds thereof) reserved 

and preserved under the Plan. 

4. Section 1123(b)(4): Sale of Property and Distribution of Proceeds 

29. The Plan provides for the transfer of the Assets (other than the D&O Claims and 

Tort Claims, which shall revest in the Debtors and may be pursued by the Debtor Representative 

as provided in the Plan) to the Liquidating Trust for the sole and exclusive benefit of the 

beneficiaries of the Liquidating Trust, but subject to the provisions of the Plan and the Liquidating 

Trust Agreement.  The transfer and any subsequent sale or other disposition of any such Assets 

pursuant to the Plan shall not be subject to any transfer or similar taxes pursuant to section 1146(c) 

of the Bankruptcy Code. 

5. Section 1123(b)(6): Other Provisions Not Inconsistent with the 
Bankruptcy Code 

30. The Plan includes additional provisions that are not inconsistent with the applicable 

provisions of the Bankruptcy Code, including: (i) provisions governing distributions on account 

of Allowed Claims, particularly as to the timing and calculation of amounts to be distributed; (ii) 

procedures for resolving Disputed Claims and making distributions on account of such Claims 

once resolved; (iii) provisions regarding the severability of Plan provisions; and (iv) certain 

release, exculpation, and injunction provisions. 

C. Section 1129(a)(2): Plan Proponents’ Compliance with Applicable Provisions 
of the Bankruptcy Code 

31. The Plan Proponents have complied with all applicable provisions of the 

Bankruptcy Code, satisfying the requirements of section 1129(a)(2) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

D. Section 1129(a)(3): Plan Proposed in Good Faith 
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32. The Plan Proponents proposed the Plan in good faith any not by any means 

forbidden by law, satisfying the requirements of section 1129(a)(3) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

E. Section 1129(a)(4): Approval of Certain Payments as Reasonable 

33. Any payment made or to be made by the Debtor, or by any person issuing securities 

or acquiring property under the Plan, for services or for costs and expenses in or in connection 

with the Chapter 11 Case, or in connection with the Plan and incident to the Chapter 11 Case, has 

been approved by, or is subject to the approval of, this Court as reasonable, satisfying the 

requirements of section 1129(a)(4) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

F. Section 1129(a)(5): Post-Confirmation Directors, Officers, and Insiders 

34. The Plan provides for the Debtor’s liquidation and, therefore, section 1129(a)(5) of 

the Bankruptcy Code is not applicable.  To the extent section 1129(a)(5) is applicable, it is satisfied 

through the identification of the Liquidating Trustee and Debtor Representative (who are appointed 

as representatives of the Estate pursuant to section 1123(b)(3)(B) of the Bankruptcy Code), the 

members of the Wind-Down Committee, and the members of the POC, whose appointments are 

consistent with the interests of the Debtor’s creditors and public policy. 

G. Section 1129(a)(6): Approval of Rate Changes 

35. Section 1129(a)(6) of the Bankruptcy Code is not applicable because the Plan does 

not involve the establishment of rates over which any regulatory commission has or will have 

jurisdiction after confirmation. 

H. Section 1129(a)(7): Best Interests of Creditors 

36. The Liquidation Analysis attached as Exhibit C to the Disclosure Statement and 

other evidence proffered or adduced at the Combined Hearing (i) is persuasive and credible, (ii) 
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has not been controverted by other evidence, and (iii) establishes that each holder of a Claim in 

the Impaired Classes either has accepted the Plan or will receive or retain under the Plan, on 

account of such Claim, property of a value, as of the Effective Date, that is not less than the amount 

that such holder would receive or retain if the Debtor were liquidated under chapter 7 of the 

Bankruptcy Code on such date, satisfying the requirements of section 1129(a)(7) of the Bankruptcy 

Code.  

I. Section 1129(a)(8): Acceptance by Certain Classes 

37. Class 1 and Class 3 are unimpaired under the Plan and deemed to have accepted the 

Plan. 

38. As set forth in and demonstrated by the Voting Certification, Class 2, Class 4, Class 

5, and Class 6 voted to accept the Plan pursuant to section 1126(c) of the Bankruptcy Code because 

more than one-half (1/2) of the number and at least two-thirds (2/3) of the dollar amount of the 

claims actually voting in each such class voted to accept the Plan. 

39. Therefore, section 1129(a)(8) of the Bankruptcy Code is satisfied. 

J. Section 1129(a)(9): Treatment of Administrative Expense Claims and Certain 
Priority Claims 

40. The Plan provides for payment of Allowed Administrative Expense Claims, 

Allowed Priority Tax Claims, and Allowed Priority Non-Tax Claims in full, satisfying the 

requirements of sections 1129(a)(9)(A), (B), (C), and (D) of the Bankruptcy Code, as applicable. 

K. Section 1129(a)(10): Acceptance by at Least One Impaired Class 

41. As set forth in and demonstrated by the Voting Certification, Class 2, Class 4, Class 

5, and Class 6 have voted to accept the Plan, determined without including acceptance of the Plan 

by any insider, satisfying the requirements of section 1129(a)(10) of the Bankruptcy Code. 
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L. Section 1129(a)(11): Feasibility 

42. Confirmation of the Plan is not likely to be followed by the liquidation of the Debtor 

other than as set forth in the Plan itself, satisfying section 1129(a)(11) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

M. Section 1129(a)(12): Payment of Fees 

43. The Plan provides that all fees due and payable pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1930 as of 

the Effective Date will be paid on or before the date that is thirty (30) days after the Effective Date, 

or as soon thereafter as is practicable, satisfying section 1129(a)(12) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

N. Section 1129(a)(13): Retiree Benefits 

44. Section 1129(a)(13) is not applicable because the Debtor is not required to continue 

to provide retiree benefits as that term is defined in section 1114 of the Bankruptcy Code. 

O. Section 1129(a)(14): Domestic Support Obligations 

45. Section 1129(a)(14) is not applicable because the Debtor is not required to pay any 

domestic support obligations. 

P. Section 1129(a)(15): Objection by Unsecured Creditor in Individual Case 

46. Section 1129(a)(15) is not applicable because the Debtor is not an individual. 

Q. Section 1129(a)(16): Transfers of Property 

47. All transfers of property contemplated by the Plan comply with applicable 

nonbankruptcy law governing the transfer of property by a corporation or trust that is not a 

moneyed, business, or commercial trust, satisfying section 1129(a)(16) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

R. Section 1129(d): Principal Purpose of the Plan 
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48. The principal purpose of the Plan is not the avoidance of taxes or the avoidance of 

the application of Section 5 of the Securities Act of 1933, and no governmental unit has objected 

to the confirmation of the Plan on any such ground, satisfying the requirements of section 1129(d) 

of the Bankruptcy Code. 

XIII. Section 1125(e): Good Faith Solicitation 

49. Based on the record before the Court in this Chapter 11 Case, the Debtor, the 

Committee and its members, and each of their respective attorneys, accountants, agents, and other 

professionals (including the Professionals), have, to the extent applicable, acted in "good faith" 

within the meaning of section 1125(e) of the Bankruptcy Code in compliance with the applicable 

provisions of the Bankruptcy Code and Bankruptcy Rules in connection with all their respective 

activities relating to the Plan, the solicitation of acceptances of the Plan, and their participation in 

the activities described in section 1125 of the Bankruptcy Code, and are entitled to the protections 

afforded by section 1125(e) of the Bankruptcy Code and the exculpation set forth in Section XI(B) 

of the Plan. 

XIV. Releases, Injunctions, and Exculpations 

50. The releases, injunctions, exculpations, and limitations of liability set forth in the 

Plan are an integral part of the Plan.  Pursuant to section 1123(b) of the Bankruptcy Code and 

Bankruptcy Rule 9019(a), the releases, injunctions, exculpations, and limitations of liability set 

forth in the Plan, including, without limitation, those set forth in Article XI of the Plan, are fair, 

equitable, reasonable, and necessary under the circumstances. 

51. In particular, each of the release, injunction, exculpation, and limitation of liability 

provisions contained in Article XI of the Plan: (i) falls within the jurisdiction of this Court under 

28 U.S.C. §§ 1334(a), (b), and (d); (ii) is an essential means of implementing the Plan pursuant to 
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section 1123(a)(5) of the Bankruptcy Code; (iii) is important to the overall objectives of the Plan 

to finally resolve, except to the extent otherwise provided in the Plan, all claims among or against 

the parties-in-interest in this Chapter 11 Case; and (iv) is consistent with sections 105, 1123, 1129, 

and other applicable provisions of the Bankruptcy Code. 

XV. Documents Necessary for Implementation 

52. All documents necessary to implement the Plan and all other relevant and necessary 

documents have been developed and negotiated in good faith and at arm’s length and shall, upon 

completion of documentation and execution, and subject to the occurrence of the Effective Date, 

be valid, binding, and enforceable agreements. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BASED UPON THE FOREGOING AND THE RECORD 

BEFORE THIS COURT, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED, AND 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, THAT: 

XVI. Notice and Record of Combined Hearing 

53. Notice of the Combined hearing complied with the terms of the Combined Hearing 

Order, was appropriate and satisfactory based upon the circumstances of this Chapter 11 Case, and 

was in compliance with the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code, the Bankruptcy Rules, and the 

applicable local rules of this Court.

54. The record of the Combined Hearing shall be and hereby is adopted by the Court 

and shall be and hereby is closed.

XVII. Final Approval of Disclosure Statement 

55. The Disclosure Statement is hereby approved on a final basis as containing 

“adequate information” within the meaning of section 1125 of the Bankruptcy Code. 
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56. All objections, responses, statements, and comments in opposition to final approval 

of the Disclosure Statement, other than those withdrawn, waived, or settled prior to or on the record 

at the Combined Hearing, or resolved as set forth in this Confirmation Order, shall be and hereby 

are overruled in their entirety. 

XVIII. Solicitation 

57. The solicitation of votes to accept or reject the Plan complied with the Combined 

Hearing Order, was appropriate and satisfactory based upon the circumstances of this Chapter 11 

Case, and was in compliance with the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code, the Bankruptcy Rules, 

and the applicable local rules of this Court. 

XIX. Confirmation of Plan 

58. The Plan (including any exhibits thereto and the Plan Supplement), is hereby 

approved and confirmed in each and every respect pursuant to section 1129 of the Bankruptcy Code.  

The terms of the Plan are an integral part of this Confirmation Order.  Notwithstanding the 

foregoing, if there is any direct conflict between the terms of the Plan and the terms of this 

Confirmation Order, the terms of this Confirmation Order will control to the extent of such conflict. 

59. All objections, responses, statements, and comments in opposition to confirmation 

of the Plan, other than those withdrawn, waived, or settled prior to or on the record at the Combined 

Hearing, or resolved as set forth in this Confirmation Order, shall be and hereby are overruled in 

their entirety. 

60. The Debtor, the Committee, the Liquidating Trustee, the Debtor Representative, the 

Wind-Down Committee, the POC, and any other appropriate parties are hereby authorized and 

directed to take all actions (including by making all payments and distributions authorized by the 

Plan and/or the Liquidating Trust Agreement) necessary or appropriate to enter into, implement, 
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and consummate the Plan and its related agreements and documents, all of which are hereby 

approved, and to take such other steps and perform such other acts as may be necessary to 

implement and effectuate the Plan, and are further authorized and directed to execute and deliver 

any instrument and perform any other act that is necessary for the consummation of the Plan in 

accordance with section 1142(b) of the Bankruptcy Code without the approval of any trustee, 

director, officer, or shareholders of the Debtor, as applicable.  For the avoidance of doubt, the Debtor, 

the Committee, and the Liquidating Trustee are hereby authorized to enter into the Liquidating Trust 

Agreement. 

XX. Effects of Confirmation 

A. Plan Binding 

61. Upon the entry of this Confirmation Order, but subject to the occurrence of the 

Effective Date, the provisions of the Plan shall be binding on the Debtor, the Estate, the Liquidating 

Trustee, the Debtor Representative, the members of the Wind-Down Committee, the members of 

the POC, all holders of Claims against the Debtor and/or its Estate (irrespective of whether such 

Claims are Impaired under the Plan or whether the holders of such Claims have accepted the Plan), 

any and all non-Debtor parties to Executory Contracts and Unexpired Leases with the Debtor, any 

other party-in-interest in the Chapter 11 Case, and each of their respective heirs, executors, 

administrators, successors, or assigns, if any. 

B. Vesting of Assets 

62. On the Effective Date, pursuant to sections 1141(b) and (c) of the Bankruptcy Code, 

the Assets (other than the D&O and Tort Claims, which shall revest in the Debtor and may be 

pursued by the Debtor Representative) shall vest in the Liquidating Trust free and clear of all 

claims, liens, encumbrances, charges, membership interest, and other interests, except as otherwise 
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provided in the Plan, this Confirmation Order, or other Final Order of this Court in this Chapter 

11 Case, and subject to the terms and conditions of the Plan and this Confirmation Order. 

C. Release of Liens and Collateral 

63. Except as otherwise provided in the Plan or in this Confirmation Order, on the 

Effective Date, all mortgages, deeds of trust, Liens, or other security interests against any of the 

Assets transferred to the Liquidating Trust or revested in the Debtor will be fully released, satisfied, 

and discharged, and all right, title, and interest of any holder of any such mortgages, deeds of trust, 

Liens, or other security interests will revert to the Liquidating Trust or the Debtor, as applicable.  

Except as provided in the Plan or this Confirmation Order, unless a particular Secured Claim is 

reinstated: (i) each holder of a Secured Claim or a Claim that is purportedly a Secured Claim shall 

(a) turn over and release to the Liquidating Trust or Debtor, as applicable, any and all property of 

the Debtor that secures or purportedly secures its claim and (b) execute such documents and 

instruments as the Liquidating Trustee or Debtor Representative, as applicable, may reasonably 

require to evidence the holder’s release of such property; and (ii) on the Effective Date, all claims, 

right, title, and interest in such property shall be transferred to or vest in the Liquidating Trust or 

revest in the Debtor, as applicable, free and clear of all Claims, including, Liens, charges, pledges, 

interests, encumbrances, security interests, and any other interests of any kind.  The transfer of 

Assets and the revesting of Assets provided for herein shall constitute legal and valid transfers in 

accordance with all applicable laws and regulations. 

D. Liquidating Trust and Liquidating Trustee 
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64. On the Effective Date, the Liquidating Trust will be established pursuant to and in 

accordance with the terms of the Plan and the Liquidating Trust Agreement. Charles M. Berk, is 

appointed as the Liquidating Trustee effective as of the date of execution of the Liquidating Trust 

Agreement.  Except (i) as to the D&O Claims, the Tort Claims, and any other Assets that revest in 

the Debtor under the Plan upon the Effective Date or (ii) as otherwise set forth in the Plan, the 

Liquidating Trustee is the successor in interest to the Debtor and the Committee and shall have 

such powers, duties, and responsibilities as are provided for in the Plan (including as set forth in 

Article VII(D)) and the Liquidating Trust Agreement and shall be compensated in accordance with 

the Plan (including as set forth in Article VII(F)) and the Liquidating Trust Agreement. 

E. Debtor Representative 

65. On the Effective Date, the Debtor Representative shall be deemed appointed 

pursuant to section 1123(b)(3) of the Bankruptcy Code and vested with all power and authority 

granted to the Debtor Representative pursuant to the Plan, including as set forth in Article VII(J).  

Charles M. Berk is appointed as the Debtor Representative as of the Effective Date of the Plan.  

On the Effective Date, the Estate’s interests in any D&O Claims, Tort Claims, and rights in and 

proceeds of any Insurance Policies necessary for the prosecution of all such Causes of Action shall 

revest in the Debtor. 

F. Wind-Down Committee  

66. Following the Effective Date, the Wind-Down Committee will be responsible for 

certain matters of corporate governance for the Debtor as set forth in the Plan, including Article 

VII(I). 

G. Dissolution of the Committee and Creation of the POC 
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67. On the Effective Date, the Committee shall be deemed dissolved, the retention and 

employment of the Committee’s Professionals shall be deemed terminated, and the members of 

the Committee shall be deemed released and discharged of and from all further authority, duties, 

responsibilities, and obligations related to and arising from and in connection with the Chapter 11 

Case, other than for purposes of filing and/or objecting to final fee Applications filed in the Chapter 

11 Case.   

68. On the Effective Date, the Committee shall be replaced by the POC, which shall 

have the role and authority set forth in the Plan, including Article VII(K). 

XXI. Executory Contracts and Unexpired Leases 

A. Rejection 

69. Except as otherwise provided in, and subject to the provisions of, the Plan and this 

Confirmation Order, on the Effective Date, all Executory Contracts and Unexpired Leases of the 

Debtor will be deemed rejected as of May 1, 2021 except for any Executory Contracts or Unexpired 

Leases that are subject to a pending motion to assume and assign Executory Contracts or 

Unexpired Leases which is filed prior to the Effective Date, provided further, that in the event the 

Court does not ultimately authorize the proposed assumption or assignment, such contract will be 

deemed rejected as of May 1, 2021.  This Confirmation Order constitutes an order approving the 

foregoing rejection.  Claims for damages arising from the rejection of Executory Contracts and 

Unexpired Leases pursuant to the Plan and this Confirmation Order shall be treated as set forth in 

Article VI(B) of the Plan and paragraph 75 below. 

B. Insurance Policies 
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70. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Confirmation Order, Insurance 

Policies shall be treated as set forth in Article VI(C) of the Plan.  This Confirmation Order 

constitutes a determination that no default by the Debtor exists with respect to any of the Insurance 

Policies requiring Cure, and that nothing in any prior order, any prior agreements, or the Plan shall 

be construed or applied to modify, impair, or otherwise affect the enforceability of the Insurance 

Policies or any coverage thereunder with regard to any Claims or Causes of Action, including the 

D&O Claims.  The Plan shall be liberally construed to protect the interests of all Creditors in all 

Causes of Action and to limit any Claims against the Estate. 

71. The Liquidating Trustee or Debtor Representative, as applicable, shall be and 

hereby are granted standing, authority, power, and right to assert, prosecute, and/or settle Claims 

and Causes of Action of the Debtor and the Estate retained under the Plan, and may make claims 

under any applicable Insurance Policy based upon their powers and authorities as Bankruptcy 

Court-appointed representatives of the Estate with the same or similar powers and authorities 

possessed by insolvency trustees, receivers, examiners, conservators, liquidators, rehabilitators, 

and similar officials. 

XXII. Claim Bar Dates 

A. General Bar Date Provisions 

72. Except as otherwise agreed by the Liquidating Trustee, any and all Holders of 

Claims (i) for which proofs of claim were not timely filed on or before the applicable Bar Date(s) 

or (ii) that were not otherwise asserted as directed on or before the applicable Bar Date(s) shall not 

be treated as creditors for purposes of voting and distribution pursuant to Bankruptcy Rule 

3003(c)(2). 
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73. Claims for which proofs of claim or requests for allowance were required to be filed 

by a Bar Date occurring before the Effective Date, and with respect to which no proof of claim or 

request for allowance was filed before the applicable Bar Date, shall be forever Disallowed, barred, 

and expunged in their entirety as of the Effective Date, and shall not be enforceable against the 

Debtor, the Liquidating Trust, or the Estate, all without the need for further notice to any party, or 

action, approval, or Order of the Bankruptcy Court. 

74. Claims for which proofs of claim or requests for allowance are required to be filed 

after the Effective Date pursuant to a Bar Date established by the Plan, and with respect to which 

no proof of claim or request for allowance is filed by the applicable Bar Date, shall be forever 

Disallowed, barred, and expunged in their entirety as of the applicable Bar Date, and shall not be 

enforceable against the Debtor’s, the Liquidating Trust, or the Estate, all without further notice to 

any party, or action, approval, or Order of the Bankruptcy Court. 

B. Bar Date for Rejection Damages 

75. If the rejection of an Executory Contract or Unexpired Lease pursuant to the Plan 

and this Confirmation Order or a previous or subsequent Order of the Bankruptcy Court gives rise 

to a Claim by the counterparty or counterparties to such contract or lease, such Claim shall be 

forever Disallowed, barred, and expunged in its entirety, and shall not be enforceable against the 

Debtor, the Liquidating Trust, or the Estate, without the necessity of further notice to any party, or 

action, approval, or Order of the Bankruptcy Court, unless a proof of claim is filed and served on 

the Debtor, the Liquidating Trust, and their respective counsel within thirty (30) days after the 

Effective Date.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, to the extent that any such Claim is or was subject 

to a previously established Bar Date in the Chapter 11 Case, such previously established Bar Date 
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shall be deemed operative and will not be deemed extended by virtue of this Confirmation Order 

or the Plan. 

C. Bar Date for Certain Administrative Expense Claims 

76. Except with respect to (i) Professional Compensation and Reimbursement Claims; 

(ii) Section 503(b)(9) Claims (which are subject to the Bar Date established by the General Bar 

Date Order); (iii) Administrative Expense Claims that arose from October 19, 2020 through and 

including May 31, 2021; and (iv) any other Administrative Expense Claim with respect to which 

a Bar Date was previously established by the Bankruptcy Court, failure to File a request for 

payment of Administrative Expense Claim on or before the Final Administrative Bar Date (the 

date that is thirty (30) days after the Effective Date) shall result in such Administrative Expense 

Claim being forever Disallowed, barred, and expunged in its entirety without the need for further 

notice to any party, or action, approval, or Order of the Bankruptcy Court.  Any Administrative 

Expense Claim for which a Bar Date was previously established that was not timely filed or 

otherwise asserted as directed on or before the applicable Bar Date shall be forever Disallowed, 

barred, and expunged in its entirety without the need for further notice to any party, or action, 

approval, or Order of the Bankruptcy Court. 

D. Professional Compensation and Reimbursement Claims 

77. All Professionals seeking payment of Professional Compensation and 

Reimbursement Claims shall file their respective final Fee Applications no later than sixty (60) 

days after the Effective Date.  Failure to timely file a final Fee Application shall result in the 

Professional Fee Compensation and Reimbursement Claim being forever Disallowed, barred, and 

expunged in its entirety without the need for further notice to any party, or action, approval, or 

Order of the Bankruptcy Court. 
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E. No Extension of Bar Dates 

78. Nothing in the Plan or Confirmation Order shall be deemed to extend or modify 

any Bar Date established in this Chapter 11 Case for filing any proof of claim or request for 

payment with respect to any Claim. 

XXIII. Releases, Exculpations, and Injunctions 

79. The releases, exculpations, limitations of liability, and injunctions set forth in and 

subject to the limitations contained in the Plan, including the releases, exculpations, limitations of 

liability, and injunctions set forth in Article XI of the Plan, are hereby approved as fair, equitable, 

reasonable, and in the best interests of the Debtor, its Estate, and its creditors. 

A. Exculpations

80. The exculpation provisions contained in this Confirmation Order and/or the Plan, 

including those set forth in Article XI(B) of the Plan, are approved and shall be effective and 

binding on all persons and entities to the extent provided in this Confirmation Order and/or the 

Plan. 

81. Except as otherwise specifically provided in the Plan, none of the Exculpated 

Parties shall have or incur any liability to any holder of a Claim (including Claims of the Estate) 

for any postpetition act or omission in connection with, related to, or arising out of the Chapter 11 

Case, the Plan, the Disclosure Statement, the pursuit of Confirmation, the Consummation of the 

Plan, the administration of the Plan, the property to be liquidated and/or distributed under the Plan 

or any other postpetition act taken or omitted from being taken in connection with the Plan or the 

liquidation of the Debtor (other than for gross negligence, willful misconduct, or fraud as 

determined by a Final Order of a court of competent jurisdiction) and in all respects shall be entitled 
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to rely reasonably upon the advice of counsel with respect to their duties and responsibilities under 

the Plan. 

B. Releases 

82. All releases contained in this Confirmation Order and/or the Plan, including those 

set forth in Article XI(C) of the Plan, are approved and shall be effective and binding on all persons 

and entities to the extent provided in this Confirmation Order and/or the Plan. 

83. PURSUANT TO BANKRUPTCY CODE SECTION 1123(B), AND 

NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO THE CONTRARY IN THE PLAN OR THIS 

CONFIRMATION ORDER, ON AND AFTER THE EFFECTIVE DATE, FOR GOOD 

AND VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, THE ADEQUACY OF WHICH IS HEREBY 

CONFIRMED, THE RELEASED PARTIES SHALL BE DEEMED RELEASED BY THE 

DEBTOR AND THE ESTATE FROM ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, OBLIGATIONS, DEBTS, 

RIGHTS, SUITS, DAMAGES, CAUSES OF ACTION, REMEDIES, AND LIABILITIES 

WHATSOEVER (OTHER THAN FOR GROSS NEGLIGENCE, WILLFUL 

MISCONDUCT, OR FRAUD AS DETERMINED BY A FINAL ORDER OF A COURT OF 

COMPETENT JURISDICTION), INCLUDING DERIVATIVE CLAIMS ASSERTED OR 

ASSERTABLE ON BEHALF OF THE DEBTOR OR THE ESTATE, AS APPLICABLE, 

WHETHER KNOWN OR UNKNOWN, FORESEEN OR UNFORESEEN, EXISTING OR 

HEREINAFTER ARISING, IN LAW, EQUITY, OR OTHERWISE, THAT ANY OF THE 

DEBTOR OR THE ESTATE, AS APPLICABLE, WOULD HAVE BEEN LEGALLY 
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ENTITLED TO ASSERT IN ITS OWN RIGHT, OR ON BEHALF OF THE HOLDER OF 

ANY CLAIM OR INTEREST OR OTHER ENTITY, BASED ON OR RELATING TO, OR 

IN ANY MANNER ARISING FROM, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, THE DEBTOR, THE 

CHAPTER 11 CASE, THE PURCHASE, SALE, TRANSFER, OR RESCISSION OF THE 

PURCHASE, SALE, OR TRANSFER OF ANY DEBT, ASSET, RIGHT, OR INTEREST 

OF THE DEBTOR, THE SUBJECT MATTER OF, OR THE TRANSACTIONS OR 

EVENTS GIVING RISE TO, ANY CLAIM THAT IS TREATED IN THE PLAN, THE 

BUSINESS OR CONTRACTUAL ARRANGEMENTS BETWEEN THE DEBTOR AND 

ANY RELEASED PARTY, THE RESTRUCTURING OF CLAIMS AND INTERESTS 

PRIOR TO OR IN THE CHAPTER 11 CASE, THE NEGOTIATION, FORMULATION, 

OR PREPARATION OF THE PLAN AND ANY OTHER AGREEMENTS OR 

DOCUMENTS EFFECTUATING THE PLAN, OR RELATED AGREEMENTS, 

INSTRUMENTS, OR OTHER DOCUMENTS, AND ANY OTHER ACT OR OMISSION, 

TRANSACTION, AGREEMENT, EVENT, OR OTHER OCCURRENCE TAKING 

PLACE ON OR BEFORE THE EFFECTIVE DATE RELATING TO THE DEBTOR OR 

THE ESTATE.

84. For the avoidance of doubt, except as set specifically forth in this Confirmation 

Order or the Plan, nothing in this Confirmation Order or the Plan or any related document 

shall impair any rights with respect to any D&O Claims, and all D&O Claims are expressly 

reserved and preserved.

85. ENTRY OF THIS CONFIRMATION ORDER SHALL CONSTITUTE THE 

BANKRUPTCY COURT’S APPROVAL, PURSUANT TO BANKRUPTCY RULE 9019, 

OF THE RELEASE OF THE RELEASED PARTIES BY THE DEBTOR AND THE 
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ESTATE, WHICH INCLUDES BY REFERENCE EACH OF THE RELATED 

PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS CONTAINED IN THE PLAN, AND FURTHER, 

SHALL CONSTITUTE THE BANKRUPTCY COURT’S FINDING THAT THE 

RELEASE OF THE RELEASED PARTIES BY THE DEBTOR AND THE ESTATE IS: (A) 

IN EXCHANGE FOR THE GOOD AND VALUABLE CONSIDERATION PROVIDED BY 

THE RELEASED PARTIES; (B) A GOOD FAITH SETTLEMENT AND COMPROMISE 

OF THE CLAIMS RELEASED BY THE DEBTOR OR THE ESTATE; (C) IN THE BEST 

INTERESTS OF THE DEBTOR, THE ESTATE AND ALL HOLDERS OF CLAIMS; (D) 

FAIR, EQUITABLE, AND REASONABLE; (E) GIVEN AND MADE AFTER DUE 

NOTICE AND OPPORTUNITY FOR HEARING; AND (F) A BAR TO THE DEBTOR OR 

THE ESTATE ASSERTING ANY CLAIM OR CAUSE OF ACTION RELEASED 

PURSUANT TO THE RELEASE BY THE DEBTOR OR THE ESTATE.

C. Limitations on Liability 

86. All limitations on liability contained in this Confirmation Order and/or the Plan, 

including those set forth in Article XI(D) of the Plan, are approved and shall be effective and 

binding on all persons and entities to the extent provided in this Confirmation Order and/or the 

Plan. 

87. The Liquidating Trustee, the Debtor Representative, the POC, the Wind-Down 

Committee and its individual members, will not be liable for any act they may do or omit to do as 

in such capacity under the Plan and the Liquidating Trust Agreement, as applicable, while acting 

in good faith and in the exercise of their reasonable business judgment; nor will any of them be 

liable in any event except for gross negligence, willful misconduct, or fraud as determined by a 

Final Order of a court of competent jurisdiction.  The foregoing limitation on liability also will 
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apply to any Person or Entity (including any Liquidating Trustee Professional) employed by the 

any such party and acting on behalf of such party in the fulfillment of their respective duties 

hereunder or under the Liquidating Trust Agreement.  Also, the Debtor Representative, the 

Liquidating Trustee, the POC , the Wind-Down Committee (and its individual members) and any 

Person or Entity (including any Liquidating Trustee Professional) employed by such parties and 

acting on behalf of such a party shall be entitled to indemnification out of the assets of the 

Liquidating Trust against any losses, liabilities, expenses (including attorneys’ fees and 

disbursements), damages, taxes, suits, or claims that they may incur or sustain by reason of being, 

having been, or being employed by such party, or for performing any functions incidental to such 

service. 

D. Injunctions 

88. All injunctions contained in this Confirmation Order and/or the Plan, including 

those set forth in Articles XI(A) and (E) of the Plan, are approved and shall be effective and binding 

on all persons and entities to the extent provided in this Confirmation Order and/or the Plan. 

89. All injunctions or stays provided for in the Chapter 11 Case under sections 105 or 

362 of the Bankruptcy Code, or otherwise, and in existence on the Confirmation Date, shall remain 

in full force and effect until the Effective Date.  Except as otherwise expressly provided in this 

Confirmation Order or the Plan or to the extent necessary to enforce the terms and conditions of 

the Plan, the Confirmation Order, or a separate Order of the Bankruptcy Court, as of the Effective 

Date, all entities who have held, hold, or may hold Claims against the Debtor, are permanently 

enjoined, on and after the Confirmation Date, from (i) commencing or continuing in any manner 

any action or other proceeding of any kind against the Debtor, the Debtor’s property, the Debtor’s 

Estate, the Liquidating Trust, the Liquidating Trust Estate, or the Liquidating Trustee with respect 
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to any such Claim or taking any act to recover such Claim outside of the claims allowance 

procedure discussed in the Plan and the Bankruptcy Code and Bankruptcy Rules; (ii) the 

enforcement, attachment, collection, or recovery by any manner or means of any judgment, award, 

decree, or Order against the Debtor, the Debtor’s property, the Debtor’s Estate, the Liquidating 

Trust, the Liquidating Trust Estate, or the Liquidating Trustee on account of any such Claim; (iii) 

creating, perfecting, or enforcing any encumbrance of any kind against the Debtor, the Debtor’s 

property, the Debtor’s Estate, the Liquidating Trust, the Liquidating Trust Estate, or the 

Liquidating Trustee on account of any such Claim; and (iv) asserting any right of setoff, 

subrogation, or recoupment of any kind against any obligation due from the Debtor, the Debtor’s 

Estate, the Liquidating Trust, the Liquidating Trust Estate, or the Liquidating Trustee, or against 

the property or interests in property of the Debtor, the Debtor’s Estate, the Liquidating Trust, the 

Liquidating Trust Estate, or the Liquidating Trustee on account of any such Claim.  Such injunction 

shall extend for the benefit of the Debtor Representative, the Liquidating Trustee, and any 

successors of the Debtor, and to any property and interests in property subject to the Plan. 

90. FROM AND AFTER THE EFFECTIVE DATE, TO THE EXTENT OF THE 

EXCULPATIONS,  LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY, AND RELEASES GRANTED IN THIS 

CONFIRMATION ORDER AND THE PLAN, ALL PARTIES SHALL BE PERMANENTLY 

ENJOINED FROM COMMENCING OR CONTINUING IN ANY MANNER AGAINST THE 

EXCULPATED PARTIES, THE RELEASED PARTIES, OR PARTIES WHOSE LIABILITY IS 

LIMITED (COLLECTIVELY, THE “PROTECTED PARTIES”), AND THEIR RESPECTIVE 

ASSETS AND PROPERTIES, AS THE CASE MAY BE, ANY SUIT, ACTION, OR OTHER 

PROCEEDING ON ACCOUNT OF OR RESPECTING ANY CLAIM, DEMAND, LIABILITY, 

OBLIGATION, DEBT, RIGHT, CAUSE OF ACTION, INTEREST, OR REMEDY WITH 
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RESPECT TO WHICH SUCH PROTECTED PARTIES ARE EXCULPATED OR RELEASED 

OR WITH RESPECT TO WHICH SUCH PROTECTED PARTIES’ LIABILITY IS 

OTHERWISE LIMITED. 

E. Release and Injunction Limitation with Respect to the United States of 
America 

91. Except to the extent provided in the Bankruptcy Code, nothing in this Confirmation 

Order or the Plan shall (i) effect a release of any claim by the United States of America against 

parties other than the Debtor or the Debtor’s post-petition trustees or officers, (ii) affect any 

liability to the United States that is not a claim; (iii) prevent the United States from seeking relief 

from injunction in paragraph 89 of this Confirmation Order and Article XI(A) of the Plan to 

exercise any setoff rights consistent with section 553 of the Bankruptcy Code; or (iv) enjoin the 

United States of America from bringing any claim, suit, action, or other proceedings asserting any 

liability arising against parties other than the Debtor or the Debtor’s post-petition trustees or 

officers (together, the “Release and Injunction Limitation”); provided, however, that the Release 

and Injunction Limitation shall not nullify, limit, or otherwise impair the exculpation set forth in 

paragraph 81 of this Confirmation Order or Article XI(B) of the Plan, the limitation of liability set 

forth in paragraph 87 of this Confirmation Order or Article XI(D) of the Plan, or the injunction set 

forth in paragraph 90 of this Confirmation Order or Article XI(E) of the Plan (to the extent such 

injunction pertains to the exculpation set forth in paragraph 81 of the Confirmation Order and 

Article XI(B) of the Plan and the limitation of liability set forth in paragraph 87 of this 

Confirmation Order and Article XI(D) of the Plan). 

XXIV. Preservation of Causes of Action and Reservation of Rights 
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92. Except as otherwise expressly provided in the Plan or any Final Order of this Court, 

any and all Claims and Causes of Action of the Debtor and its Estate shall be and hereby are 

preserved, including as set forth in paragraphs 25 through 28 above. 

93. Except as expressly set forth in this Confirmation Order, the Plan shall have no 

force or effect until the Effective Date.  None of the filing of the Plan and Disclosure Statement; 

any statement or provision contained in the Plan or Disclosure Statement; or the taking of any 

action by the Debtor with respect to the Plan shall be or shall be deemed to be an admission or 

waiver of any rights of the Debtor, the Committee, Holders of Claims, or any parties-in-interest 

before the Effective Date. 

XXV. Retention of Jurisdiction 

94. Notwithstanding the entry of this Confirmation Order and the occurrence of the 

Effective Date, the Bankruptcy Court shall, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, 

retain exclusive jurisdiction over all matters arising out of, or related to, the Chapter 11 Case and 

the Plan, including jurisdiction to issue any other Order necessary to administer the Estate or the 

Liquidating Trust Estate and enforce the terms of the Plan, and/or the Liquidating Trust Agreement 

pursuant to, and for the purposes of, sections 105(a) and 1142 of the Bankruptcy Code, including, 

without limitation, jurisdiction to: 

a. Allow, disallow, liquidate, classify, estimate, establish the priority, secured 

or unsecured status, and determine the type, allowance and payment of any Claims upon 

any objections thereto (or other appropriate proceedings) by the Liquidating Trustee or any 

other party-in-interest entitled to proceed in that manner, including the resolution of any 

request for payment of any Administrative Expense Claim; 
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b. Except as may otherwise be limited in this Confirmation Order or the Plan, 

recover all Assets of the Debtor and property of the Debtor’s Estate, wherever located; 

c. Hear and determine any issue arising under or related to the Plan, the 

Disclosure Statement, the Confirmation Order, or any contract, instrument, release, 

indenture, or other agreement or document created in connection with the Plan or the 

Disclosure Statement; provided, however, any action, controversy, dispute, claim, or 

question arising out of or relating to the right of any party to enforce, contest, and/or litigate 

the existence, primacy, and/or scope of available coverage and/or any defenses to coverage 

under the Insurance Policies shall be referred to and resolved solely in accordance with the 

terms and conditions of the Insurance Policies and applicable non-bankruptcy law, 

including, but not limited to, any choice of law, forum, or jurisdiction provision therein; 

d. Hear and determine matters concerning state, local, and federal taxes in 

accordance with sections 346, 505, and 1146 of the Bankruptcy Code; 

e. Hear and determine any other matter not inconsistent with the Bankruptcy 

Code; 

f. Enter a final decree concluding or closing the Chapter 11 Case; 

g. Ensure that distributions to Holders of Allowed Claims are accomplished 

pursuant to the provisions of the Plan and adjudicate any and all disputes arising or related 

to distributions under the Plan; 

h. Decide or resolve any motions, adversary proceedings, contested or litigated 

matters, and any other matters and grant or deny any applications involving the Debtor that 

may be pending on the Effective Date or that may be instituted by the Liquidating Trustee 

or Debtor Representative after the Effective Date; 
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i. Issue injunctions, enter and implement other Orders, or take such other 

actions as may be necessary or appropriate to restrain interference by any Person or Entity 

with the Consummation or enforcement of the Plan, except as otherwise provided herein; 

j. Determine any other matters that may arise in connection with or relate to 

the Plan, the Disclosure Statement, the Confirmation Order, or any contract, instrument, 

release, indenture, or other agreement or document created in connection with the Plan or 

the Disclosure Statement and to enter an implement such orders as may be necessary or 

appropriate to execute, implement or consummate any of the foregoing; 

k. Enforce, interpret, and determine any disputes arising in connection with 

any stipulations, Orders, judgments, injunctions, releases, exculpations, indemnifications, 

and rulings entered in connection with the Chapter 11 Case (whether or not the Chapter 11 

Case has been closed) including, without limitation, 42 C.F.R. 433.312(b) and/or 42 C.F.R. 

433.318(e) to the extent otherwise within the Court’s jurisdiction; 

l. Adjudicate any adversary proceeding or other proceeding which may be 

commenced against any Person or Entity arising from, related to, or in connection with (i) 

the D&O Claims; (ii) the Tort Claims; (iii) any Chapter 5 Actions; and (iv) claims against 

third parties relating to the facts and circumstances surrounding the same that the Debtor 

Representative or Liquidating Trustee is legally entitled to assert; provided, however, that 

nothing in the Plan or the Confirmation Order shall vest the Bankruptcy Court with 

exclusive jurisdiction over any claims identified in subclauses (i), (ii), or (v) of this 

subparagraph (l) or over any dispute relating to coverage under the D&O Policies; 

m. Resolve disputes concerning any reserves with respect to Disputed Claims 

or the administration thereof, including, without limitation, any case, controversy, suit, 
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dispute or Causes of Action with respect to the repayment or return of distributions and the 

recovery of additional amounts owed by the holder of a Claim for amounts not timely 

repaid; 

n. Resolve any disputes concerning whether a Person or Entity had sufficient 

notice of the Chapter 11 Case, the applicable Bar Date, the hearing on the approval of the 

Disclosure Statement as containing adequate information, the hearing on the confirmation 

of the Plan for the purpose of determining whether a Claim is discharged hereunder, or for 

any other purpose; 

o. Decide and resolve all matters related to the granting and denying, in whole 

or in part, any applications for allowance of compensation or reimbursement of expenses 

to Professionals authorized pursuant to the Bankruptcy Code or the Plan; 

p. Resolve any matters related to: (a) the assumption, assumption and 

assignment, or rejection of any executory contract or unexpired lease to which a Debtor is 

a party or with respect to which a Debtor may be liable and to hear, determine, and, if 

necessary, liquidate any Claims arising therefrom, including pursuant to section 365 of the 

Bankruptcy Code; (b) any potential contractual obligation arising under any executory 

contract or unexpired lease that is assumed; and (c) any dispute regarding whether or not a 

contract or lease is or was executory or expired; 

q. Enter and enforce any order for the sale of property pursuant to sections 

363, 1123, or 1146(a) of the Bankruptcy Code, including, without limitation, any and all 

orders entered in connection with or related to the Sale; 
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r. Resolve any case, controversies, suits, disputes, or Causes of Action that 

may arise in connection with the consummation, interpretation, or enforcement of the Plan 

or any Entity or Persons obligations incurred in connection with the Plan; 

s. Enter and implement such orders as are necessary or appropriate if the 

Confirmation Order is for any reason, modified, stayed, reversed, revoked, or vacated; 

t. Consider any modifications of the Plan, to cure any defect or omission, or 

to reconcile any inconsistency in any Order, including the Confirmation Order; 

u. Adjudicate, decide or resolve any and all matters related to section 1141 of 

the Bankruptcy Code, including, without limitation, hearing and determining all disputes 

involving or relating to any liability arising out of the termination of employment or the 

termination of any employee or retirement benefit program, regardless of whether or not 

such termination occurred prior to or after the Effective Date. 

95. All parties who have filed or otherwise asserted Claims in the Chapter 11 Case shall 

be deemed to have consented to the jurisdiction of the Bankruptcy Court for purposes of the Causes 

of Action. 

XXVI. Miscellaneous 

A. Conditions Precedent to Effective Date 

96. The Plan shall not become effective unless the conditions set forth in Article XII(A) 

of the Plan are satisfied or waived. 

B. Non-Severability 

97. The provisions of this Confirmation Order, including the findings of fact and 

conclusions of law, are non-severable and mutually dependent. 

C. Governing Law 
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98. Except to the extent the Bankruptcy Code, Bankruptcy Rules, or other federal law 

is applicable, or to the extent an exhibit to the Plan provides otherwise, the rights and obligations 

arising under the Plan shall be governed by, and construed and enforced in accordance with, the 

laws of the State of New Hampshire, without giving effect to the principles of conflicts of law of 

such jurisdiction. 

D. Applicable Nonbankruptcy Law 

99. Pursuant to sections 1123(a) and 1142(a) of the Bankruptcy Code, the provisions 

of this Confirmation Order, the Plan, and related documents or any amendments or modifications 

thereto shall apply and be enforceable notwithstanding any otherwise applicable nonbankruptcy 

law. 

E. Documents and Instruments 

100. Each federal, state, commonwealth, local, foreign, or other governmental agency is 

hereby authorized to accept any and all documents and instruments necessary or appropriate to 

effectuate, implement or consummate the transactions contemplated by the Plan and this 

Confirmation Order. 

F. Government Approvals Not Required 

101. This Confirmation Order shall constitute all approvals and consents required, if any, 

by the laws, rules, or regulations of any state or other governmental authority with respect to the 

implementation or consummation of the Plan, any documents, instruments, or agreements, and any 

amendments or modifications thereto, and any other acts referred to in, or contemplated by, the 

Plan. 

G. Substantial Consummation 
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102. Substantial consummation of the Plan within the meaning of section 1127 of the 

Bankruptcy Code shall be deemed to have occurred on the Effective Date. 

H. Post-Confirmation Notices 

103. Pursuant to Bankruptcy Rules 2002(7) and 3020(c), the Debtor is directed to file and 

serve a notice of (i) the entry of this Confirmation Order and (ii) declaration of the Effective Date 

on all holders of claims and other parties-in-interest no later than the date that is ten (10) days after 

the declaration of the Effective Date; provided, however, that the Debtor shall be obligated to serve 

the aforementioned notice only on the record holders of claims at their last known address. 

I. Waiver of Stay 

104. The stay of this Confirmation Order provided by any Bankruptcy Rule (including, 

without limitation, Bankruptcy Rules 3020(e), 6004(h), and 6006(d)), whether for fourteen (14) 

days or otherwise, is hereby waived, and this Confirmation Order shall be effective and enforceable 

immediately upon its entry by the Court. 

J. Conflict with Plan 

105. In the event of any conflict between the provisions of this Confirmation Order and 

the provisions of the Plan, the provisions of this Confirmation Order shall control to the extent of 

such inconsistency. 

K. No Waiver 

106. The failure to specifically include any particular provision of the Plan in this 

Confirmation Order shall not diminish the effectiveness of such provision nor constitute a waiver 

thereof, it being the intent of this Court that the Plan is confirmed in its entirety and incorporated 

herein by reference. 

L. Exemptions from Securities Laws 
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107. Neither the Debtor nor any other Person or Entity that participated in the solicitation 

of acceptance or rejection of the Plan shall be liable, on account of such action or such participation, 

for any violation of any applicable law, rule, or regulation governing the solicitation of acceptances 

or rejections of the Plan. 

M. Additional Actions in Furtherance of Plan 

108. The approvals and authorizations specifically set forth in this Confirmation Order  

are nonexclusive and are not intended to limit the authority of the Debtor, the Committee, the 

Liquidating Trustee, the Debtor Representative, the Wind-Down Committee, or the POC to take 

any actions necessary or appropriate to implement, effectuate, and consummate the Plan, this 

Confirmation Order, and the transactions contemplated thereby. 

N. Sale Order and Effect of Confirmation 

109. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Order or the Plan, nothing 

contained herein shall alter, amend or otherwise impair the rights of the parties under the Order (i) 

Approving the Sale of Substantially All of the Debtor’s Estate Free and Clear of All Interests, (ii) 

Approving the Assumption and Assignment of Certain Executory Contracts and Unexpired Leases, 

and (iii) Granting Related Relief (the “Sale Order”) [Docket No. 405] or the APA.  For purposes 

of clarity, nothing contained herein shall alter the provisions governing indemnification demands 

or objections thereto made under the APA (including, but not limited to, section 9.7 of the APA).  

In addition, the Buyers shall not be required to file an administrative expense claim to preserve 

any rights it may have for indemnification under the APA, and all such rights are expressly 

preserved as are the Debtor’s (or any successor in interest) to object or dispute any such 

indemnification demand. 
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110. Notwithstanding any other term or provision of the Plan or this order: 

a) To the extent of any conflict between the terms and provisions of the Plan or 

this Order, on the one hand, and the Sale Order, the APA, the Order 

Approving Debtor’s Entry into Transitions Services Agreement (the 

“Transition Services Order”) [Docket No. 700] or the TSA (as defined in the 

Transition Services Order), on the other hand, the terms and provisions of the 

Sale Order, the APA, the Transition Services Order or the TSA, as applicable, 

shall control. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing: 

i. The defined term “Assets” in the Plan shall not include any Acquired 

Asset, as that term is defined in the APA.  

ii. All Claims asserted by any Buyer, as that term is defined in the APA, 

under the Sale Order, the APA, any APA Ancillary Document (defined 

below), the Transition Services Order or the TSA shall be governed 

exclusively by the APA, the Sale Order, the Transition Services Order, 

the TSA and, to the extent applicable, the Holdback Escrow 

Agreement, as that term is defined in the APA. For the avoidance of 

doubt, any such Claims asserted by any Buyer shall not be subject to 

any Bar Dates, Claims estimation or Claims resolution procedures 

stated or provided for in the Plan or in this Order 

iii. None of the APA, any agreement entered into in connection with the 

APA (the “APA Ancillary Documents”) or the TSA shall be subject to 

rejection. 
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iv. All Liens on Acquired Assets that were divested pursuant to the Sale 

Order shall remain divested. 

v. No party shall have any right to surcharge any Acquired Asset 

pursuant to Section 506(c) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

vi. No injunctions, stays or releases provided for under the Plan or this 

Order shall apply to any Claims or assertion of rights under the APA, 

any APA Ancillary Document, the Sale Order, the TSA or the 

Transition Services Order. 

vii. The APA, the APA Ancillary Documents, the Holdback Escrow 

Agreement and the TSA shall all survive the Effective Date. 

viii. No modification of the Plan shall impact the provisions of this 

paragraph. 

ix. This Court shall retain jurisdiction to resolve any disputes arising 

under or related to the Sale, the APA, the APA Ancillary Documents, 

the Holdback Escrow Agreement and the TSA. 

b) Consistent with Article VII(M) of the Plan, upon the occurrence of the 

Effective Date, the Liquidating Trustee shall be the successor in interest to and 

deemed substituted for the Debtor under the Holdback Escrow Agreement, 

shall be vested with all rights, and shall assume all obligations, of the Debtor 

under the Holdback Escrow Agreement, and shall have the power and 

authority to enforce all rights of the Debtor under the Holdback Escrow 

Agreement.  Any amounts remaining in the Holdback, as defined in the APA, 

that, but for the occurrence of the Effective Date, would have been due and/or 
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payable to the Debtor under the Holdback Escrow Agreement shall instead be 

disbursed to the Liquidating Trustee for distribution in accordance with the 

terms of the Plan. Under no circumstances shall the Liquidating Trust be 

terminated prior to full and final disposition of all amounts in the Holdback.  

In addition to the foregoing, upon the occurrence of the Effective Date, all 

notices to the Debtor under the Holdback Escrow Agreement shall be 

provided to the Liquidating Trustee at Charles M. Berk, c/o CBIZ Accounting, 

Tax and Advisory of New York, LLC, 5 Bryant Park at 1065 Avenue of the 

Americas, New York, NY 10018, with a copy to Sills Cummis & Gross P.C., 

Attn: Andrew H. Sherman, Boris I. Mankovetskiy, and Lucas F. Hammonds, 

One Riverfront Plaza, Newark, NJ 07102; when given, such notice shall 

satisfy any notice requirements to the Debtor under the Holdback Escrow 

Agreement.  For administrative convenience, the Holdback Escrow 

Agreement may be, but is not required to be, amended to replace the Debtor as 

a party with the Liquidating Trustee at any time prior to, on, or after the 

Effective Date. 

c) Consistent with Article VII(M) of the Plan, upon the occurrence of the 

Effective Date, the Liquidating Trustee shall be the successor in interest to and 

deemed substituted for the Debtor under the APA, the APA Ancillary 

Documents,  the Sale Order, the TSA and the Transition Services Order; shall 

be vested with all rights, and assume all obligations, of the Debtor under the 

APA, the APA Ancillary Documents,  the Sale Order, the TSA and the 

Transition Services Order; and shall have the power and authority to enforce 
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all rights of the Debtor under the APA, the APA Ancillary Documents,  the 

Sale Order, the TSA and the Transition Services Order.  Upon the occurrence 

of the Effective Date, all notices to the Debtor under the APA, the APA 

Ancillary documents, the Sale Order, the TSA and the Transition Services 

Order shall be provided to the Liquidating Trustee at Charles M. Berk, c/o 

CBIZ Accounting, Tax and Advisory of New York, LLC, 5 Bryant Park at 

1065 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10018, with a copy to Sills 

Cummis & Gross P.C., Attn: Andrew H. Sherman, Boris I. Mankovetskiy, and 

Lucas F. Hammonds, One Riverfront Plaza, Newark, NJ 07102; when given, 

such notice shall satisfy any notice requirements to the Debtor under the APA, 

the APA Ancillary Documents,  the Sale Order, the TSA and the Transition 

Services Order. 

d) Concord Hospital shall be included on the Post-Effective Date Notice List, 

and notice to Concord Hospital shall be provided to Concord Hospital as a 

member of the Post-Effective Date Notice List at: 

Concord Hospital 
250 Pleasant St. 
Concord, NH 03301 
Attn: Chief Financial Officer 

with a copy to: 

Stevens & Lee, P.C. 
620 Freedom Business Center, Suite 200 
King of Prussia, PA. 19406  
Attn: Robert Lapowsky 
robert.lapowsky@stevenslee.com 
Harriet Franklin 
harriet.franklin@stevenslee.com

O.   Anthem and Cigna Administrative Expense Claims 
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111. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Plan or this Order, the Debtor (and 

any successor in interest thereto, including the Liquidating Trustee) shall have forty-five (45) days 

from the Effective Date to object to the administrative expense claim (Claim No. 30046) (the 

“Anthem Admin Claim”) filed by Anthem Health Plans of NH Inc. (“Anthem”) and administrative 

expense claim (Claim No. 20007) filed by Cigna Health and Life Insurance Company (“Cigna”) 

which may be extended upon mutual agreement between the Debtor and the applicable creditor.  

In the event no objection is filed by such deadline (as may be extended) any claim not objected to 

shall be deemed allowed. 

P. Miscellaneous Resolutions with the State of New Hampshire 

112. Article X.A.k of the Plan is hereby deleted and replaced with the following 

language: 

 “Enforce, interpret, and determine any disputes arising in connection with any 

stipulations, Orders, judgments, injunctions, releases, exculpations, 

indemnifications, and rulings entered in connection with the Chapter 11 Case 

(whether or not the Chapter 11 Case has been closed) including, without 

limitation, 42 C.F.R. 433.312(b) and/or 42 C.F.R. 433.318(e) to the extent 

otherwise within the Court’s jurisdiction.” 

113. Notwithstanding anything contained in this Order, the findings of fact and 

conclusions of law with respect to the appropriateness of a combined hearing on the approval of 

the Disclosure Statement and confirmation of the Plan shall not be binding, or precedential, with 

respect to the State of New Hampshire in any other chapter 11 case.  The State of New Hampshire 

expressly retains the right to object to such combined hearings on any grounds in any other chapter 

11 case, whether now pending or pending in the future.  
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114. Notwithstanding Article XI.A of the Plan, to the extent the State of New Hampshire 

or its units or agencies possess any recoupment rights against the Debtor, such rights shall not be 

affected, provided that such rights, if any, may be asserted solely as a defense to any claim or 

action of the Debtor, the Debtor’s estate, the Liquidating Trust or Liquidating Trustee against the 

State of New Hampshire or any of its units or agencies to the extent otherwise permissible by law.   

Q. Hillside Administrative Expense Claim 

115. Hillside ASC, LLC (“Hillside”) has filed a Request for Payment of Administrative 

Claim in the estimated amount of $616,831 (the “Hillside Administrative Claim Request”). 

Hillside reserves the right to amend the Hillside Administrative Claim Request (the “Amended 

Hillside Administrative Claim Request”), including to increase the amount, provided, however, 

any such amendment shall be filed on or before the date that is 120 days after the Effective Date, 

subject to extension by the Bankruptcy Court (the “Amendment Deadline”). The Debtor and the 

Liquidating Trustee reserve the right to object to the Hillside Administrative Claim Request or the 

Amended Hillside Administrative Claim Request, as applicable. Any such objection shall be filed 

on or before the 180th day after the filing of the Amended Hillside Administrative Claim Request 

(if one is timely filed) or, if an Amended Hillside Administrative Claim Request is not timely filed, 

on or before the 180th day after the Amendment Deadline.  

116. On the Effective Date, the Liquidating Trustee shall reserve an amount equal to 

$616,831 (the “Hillside Reserve”) for payment of the portion, if any, of the Hillside Administrative 

Claim Request or Amended Hillside Administrative Claim Request, as applicable, that becomes 

an Allowed Administrative Claim. The Liquidating Trustee shall not disburse any funds from the 

Hillside Reserve until the date (the “Hillside Administrative Claim Reserve Distribution Date”) 

upon which the  Hillside Administrative Claim Request or Amended Hillside Administrative 
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Claim Request, as applicable, is either Allowed, Disallowed or Allowed, in part, and Disallowed, 

in part, in each case, by Final Order of the Bankruptcy Court. Promptly following the Hillside 

Administrative Claim Reserve Distribution Date, the Liquidating Trustee shall disburse to Hillside 

from the Hillside Reserve an amount equal to the Allowed amount of the Hillside Administrative 

Claim Request or the Amended Hillside Administrative Claim Request, as applicable, and to the 

extent of any excess, such excess shall be released from the Hillside Reserve. To the extent the 

Allowed amount of the Hillside Administrative Claim Request or the Amended Hillside 

Administrative Claim Request, as applicable, exceeds the amount in the Hillside Reserve, such 

excess shall be paid by the Liquidating Trustee from other funds in the Liquidating Trust.     

Dated: 

___________________________________ 
Michael A. Fagone 
United States Bankruptcy Judge 
District of New Hampshire (by designation)

 
 
 

November 03, 2021

 

/s/ Michael A. Fagone     
Michael A. Fagone 
United States Bankruptcy Judge 
District of New Hampshire (by designation) 
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